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Dear fellow Picardo P-Patch gardeners and 
friends, 
 
Picardo P-Patch is the original community 
garden and, at almost 300 plots, one of the 
largest P-Patches in the City of Seattle.  We 
lay claim to the "P" in P-Patch, which stands 
for the Picardo family, who originally 
farmed this land as a market garden before 
selling the land to the City in 1973. We are 
the home to some of Seattle's best soil, 
rich, black, and peaty, moist in the spring, 
and powdery dry for digging potatoes in the 
Fall.  
 
Our crops (and alas, our weeds) spring out 
of the ground at alarming rates. We have 
the largest plots, the longest-term 
gardeners; and a community of dedicated 
people who have worked for years tilling 
the soil and cultivating amazing produce. 
We also boast the longest quack grass roots 
in the city, volunteer sunflowers that pop 
up every spring, the greatest number of 
comfrey plants per acre, and resident 
bunnies (and other rodents), all of which 
make gardening interesting.  
 
Thank you all Picardo gardeners for a great 
year, gardening, donating food and 
volunteering! 2018 is an eventful year for 
Picardo.  This newly developed year-end 
report reviews what was going on around 
the garden this year and outlines what to 
expect in 2019. 
 
--Milton Tam and Julia Wharton 
2018 Picardo site coordinators  
 
 
 
 

 
Volunteer Hours 
All Picardo gardeners had completed 
3950 hours in 2018 in the following areas. 

Category % of Total Hours 
Paths/Common Area 19% 
Children's Garden 15% 
Work Party 9% 
NMF Grant Related 8% 
Food Bank 8% 
Adopt-a-spot 7% 
Gardener Gathering 5% 
Orchard/Berry patches 5% 
Administration 4% 
Plant/straw Sale 4% 
Perennial Gardens 4% 
Other 4% 
Compost 2% 
Waste Management 2% 
Irrigation 2% 
Picaloo 1% 
  

 

Financial Standing (Ling Zhang) 
Our biggest fundraising event this year 
was the annual benefit dinner. With a 
Cajun food theme, it raised about $2,200. 
Thanks to Chef Julie and her assistant 
Donald for donating all food and services 
and even beers 
(www.jemilsbigeasy.com). The long-
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standing plant and bake sale also brought 
in a significant amount.  
 
On the grant side, Picardo secured a grant 
of $12,500 for the old NW master 
gardeners demonstration garden 
renovation. A small Sparks grant helped 
support our hosting of the Annual 
Harvest Banquet and 45th Anniversary 
Celebration of the P-Patch Program. 
 
Our spending mainly covered the cost of 
the plant and bake sale, two new 4-wheel 
garden carts, materials for medicinal 
garden and food bank beds, and a new 
automatic light for barn (Yes! now you 
can see in the barn after dusk). 
 
Our general Picardo fund is in good 
standing. Thanks to all gardeners for their 
generous donations and contributions.  
We have ample funds to continue 
maintain, improve and renovate Picardo 
for years to come. 
 
Picardo General Account Amount ($) 
Beginning year Balance 6,171 
Income 4,883 
Spending 2,748 
Ending Balance 8,306 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Food bank Team (Alexandria Soleil) 

In 2018 the Food bank team contributed 
fresh produce to the U-District Food 
Bank, Family Works, the Sojourner House, 
SilverCrest Senior Living, North Helpline 
and Graham Hill Elementary. Recipients 
very much appreciated the cucumbers, 
carrots, tomatoes, onions, broccoli, 
potatoes, garlic, greens and fruit! While 
squash was one of the more abundant 
items donated, it is a little less eagerly 
received as the items that are easily 
prepared and consumed.  

Counting the total food donated to the 
food bank is always the fun part (ask Sally 
about it). In 2018, individual gardeners 
donated 1831 pounds of produce, the 
Gleaning Team harvested 199 pounds, 
the Children's Garden contributed 35 
pounds, the Orchard brought in 227 
pounds, and the Giving Garden grew 902 
pounds. All this add up to a garden-wide 
total of 3194 pounds, WOW! 
 
Eighteen helpful gardeners stewarded 
beds in the Giving Garden and many 
more helped us maintain it and put it to 
bed.  
 
Big thanks to everyone who made 
donations, worked in the Giving Garden, 
participated in gleaning, and made 
deliveries! 
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Orchard Team (Jalal Radwan) 

 
760 pounds 

 
370 pounds 

200+pounds 
 

20 gallons 

 
We had a great harvest this year for apples, 
plums and grapes, as well as some berries. 
Thanks for Hans-Karl’s family for making 
some delicious apple cider too! The new 
nylon fruit protection bags proved more 
effective than the old footies or organic 
spray formula. Also sprayed the grapes 
vines couple of times with wettable sulfur 
helped eliminate the mildew infestation, 
particularly the vine closest to the barn 
which had heavier infestation in prior 
years.  

2019 planning: 
 More fruit protection bags for apple and 

pear trees. 
 Expand grape trellises by 2 feet on each 

side to allow for more lateral canes and to 
help spread/separate the vines. 

 Remove 4 European and Asian pear 
trees (closest to Picaloo). Reclaiming this 
space could be used to replant other fruit 
varieties.  

 Adopt a Role for Orchard team 

 

 
Children’s Garden (Sue and John Olson) 
The wonderful community of families and 
friends who make the Children’s Garden 
successful every year is very special.  We 
had another dandy year with 74 children 
(up from 60 in each of the last two years) 
and 97 adult volunteers participating in 
numerous activities and work parties.  
Together, we learned and shared and kept 
the Children’s Garden productive and 
beautiful all year!  Many thanks to all who 
helped with soil preparation, planting, 
weeding/watering, maintaining paths, and 
harvesting this year.   As usual, we changed 
some of the crops among the two dozen 
beds and explored new ways of growing 
and saving seeds.  Both adults and older CG 
children led special events this year that 
included:  Mother’s and Father’s Day gift 
creations; lemonade stands for the annual 
plant and bake sale and the 45th 
Anniversary celebration; four new cooking 
classes; making garden stepping stones and 
scare crows; care and feeding of 
composting worms; heirloom tomato 
tasting; cider pressing; salsa sampling; 
pumpkin decorating; grape picking and 
grapevine wreath making; mushroom kit 
building; and seed saving.  The Children’s 
Garden was a popular feature of the 45th 
Anniversary event with more than 75 
registered visitors from 10+ P-Patches.  This 
event had special significance for the 
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Children’s Garden because the whole P-
Patch Program (across America) started 45 
years ago with local kids learning about 
gardening and growing food at Picardo for 
food banks.  The CG continues to contribute 
to the Picardo food bank and adds to the 
compost bins to keep the whole cycle going.  
Four neighborhood pre-schools visit this 
garden almost daily. Special visitors in 2018 
included two tour groups of gardeners from 
South Korea and a fourth-grade class from 
Our Lady of the Lake School studying 
stewardship.  It was another wonder filled 
year and we are already planning for 2019 
and welcoming new families. 

Medicinal Garden (Julia Wharton) 
This garden was the brainchild of Laura 
Matter, a long time Picardo Site 
Coordinator and gardener. The building of 
this garden was part of the 2014-2015 NMF 
Grant. The garden really took off this year 
with more soil added to the beds, added 
plants and plantings defined with donated 
river stones. The beds were chipped to 
retain water, keep down weeds and to build 
the mycorrhizal fungi. It is still a work in 
progress. There are plans to bring Medicinal 
Herb practitioners to speak and to begin to 
harvest, dry and process these herbs into 
teas and possibly even tinctures to be 
shared with the garden.  If you are 
interested in learning more and possibly 
participating as a Steward, please contact 
Julia: juliapicardofarm@gmail.com 

Culinary Garden (Alexa Berlow) 
The Culinary Garden was developed several 
years ago by a group of gardeners at 
Picardo. The theme of the garden ‘culinary 
herbs’ offers gardener’s access to edible 
herbs, flowers, and plants, as well as 
educate on the many ways to use the 
garden bounty in a creative and healthful 
way.   

The culinary garden is adjacent to the main 
barn (south side). The original Culinary 
Garden was built by hand, using bricks, 
stone, rocks, and other objects around the 
garden. It embodies a rustic look and feel. 
Along the perimeter are a few additional 
large plants, small plants, and vines. This 
garden is currently under a multi-year 
renovation, lead by a team of gardeners. It 
is approximately 50% completed. 

The garden hosts a combination of 
perennials and annuals, including: parsley, 
sage, rosemary, thyme, cilantro, basil, bay 
leaf, summer savory, horseradish, lovage, 
and sorrel, as well as lavender, borage, and 
calendula flowers. During early Spring and 
Fall, wild purslane also grows in most of the 
beds. Hop vines, while not technically part 
of the Culinary Garden, were planted along 
the barn’s south wall some time ago. These 
buds blossom in late August and early 
September.  
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Pollinator Program (Beth Kerr) 
Pollinator Power Patches 
In 2018 we used 100% Lacy Phacelia in 
these 3 x 3-foot plots. Some gardeners 
planted new seeds in their power patches 
and others took advantage of plants that 
reseeded.  All Picardo gardeners were 
encouraged to allow reseeded Lacy Phacelia 
to bloom for the start of the season until 
space was needed for other purposes.  All 
Picardo gardeners were encouraged to 
provide water for pollinators in their plots 
in the summer warm weather.  
 
Protected Habitat    
A small dedicated team of gardeners 
weeded lightly around the STAY OUT signs 
throughout the season so that signs 
remained visible.  They also helped replace 
the old bee-habitat signs with new 
laminated yellow signs. 
 

 
Compost Team (Nick Fett and Tom 
Standaert) 
The compost team has been keeping up 
with their great work turning compost and 
maintaining clean intake as usual. The new 
addition of the chopping tables and the 
sharp cleavers received wide range praise, 
compared to machetes. There were also 

new, bigger signs for instructions on what 
to put or not put into the compost pile to 
guide gardeners to keep certain weeds and 
unfit items for our compost far away.  
 
Thanks to our dedicated compost team to 
put up over 100 hours on continuing to 
improve the compost area and trying out 
new method and systems. It will take all 
gardeners’ effort to keep our compost pile 
running efficiently. 
 

 
Picaloo (Joan Williamson) 

Except for the fan briefly stopping - all has 
been well.  There is a team of 3 of us taking 
care of the unit.  The Gardener Gathering 
collection this spring amounted to $134. 
We spent $30 on cleaning supplies, $35 on 
a manual pump for the entrance "well" that 
fills with rainwater, ~$12 for wood shavings 
and some on toilet paper. Remaining funds 
are retained for similar future expenses. 
 
The leachate level is still below the pumping 
level (approx. 4 inches) - so I believe that 
we can wait until next spring to do the 
pump out.  I would like to explore 
retrofitting the unit so that the leachate 
could instead evaporate and save significant 
funds.  There was a unit at IslandWood on 
Bainbridge that had an evaporation panel. 
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Plant and Bake Sale (Sandra Schaffer 
and Patty Abrahamsen) 

Our spring plant sale has always been a 
popular event. This May 2018, the plant 
sale and sister bake sale generated record-
breaking $1,300 and $380. Those baked 
cookies and mini cakes are the best! Thanks 
to Sandra and Patty and many other 
volunteers for hosting these sales! A cute 
lemonade stand served 5 different flavors 
of lemonades by Tabares’s family also 
raised great amount for the children’s 
garden.  

 

Community and International Outreach 

Our Lady of the Lake class at Picardo  
Led by Picardo gardener and teacher at Our 
Lady of the Lake school, Margaret 
Portelance, this 4th grade class came to 
Picardo to learn about composting, 
bees/pollinators, orchards, the Children’s 
Garden and stewardship.  They enjoyed 
lunch at the pavilion and in the Children’s 
Garden teepee.  After they met with various 

gardeners throughout the P-Patch to learn 
about gardening. 
 
Touring Visitors from South Korea   
For the second year we hosted groups of 
gardeners from South Korea who were 
interested in learning about P-Patch 
Program operations in Seattle and how our 
successful Picardo Farm P-Patch operates 
with all our self-managed programs and 
volunteerism. 

Scientific paper studying Picardo P-Patch 
published in European Council of 
Landscape Architecture Schools (ECLAS) 
Conference 2018 
Prof. David Grohmann from University of 
Perugia, Italy, led the publishing of a paper 
titled “The Father of Seattle’s Community 
Gardens turns 45: Lessons Learned at 
Picardo Farm P-Patch”. This paper studied 
the success in community gardening with 
Picardo P-Patch through our 2017 year-end 
survey, field work, interviews and other 
statistics. It shared some key analysis which 
may help other community gardens to 
overcome some of the difficulties they are 
facing on a daily and long-term basis, and 
preserve a pivotal element for the 
development of healthy cities. More 
research is on the way so stay tuned. Full 
paper is available upon request from the 
author david.grohmann@unipg.it or 
through Picardo’s Facebook page. 
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New Programs and Events 

Neighborhood Matching Fund (NMF) 
Grant 2017 - 2018 

In 2015 the WSU Master Gardeners 
Demonstration Garden reverted to Picardo 
ownership. It became clear that the space 
needed intensive care and renovation due 
to overgrown quack grass and weeds. After 
an extensive Site Council discussion, we 
solicited our gardeners for ideas on how to 
use the space. A committee of interested 
gardeners led by Julia Wharton evaluated 
all submitted ideas and crafted the initial 
plan. In September 2017, Julia and Milton 
applied for a Neighborhoods Matching Fund 
Grant to cover the expenses to transform 
the Demonstration Garden into a three-part 
Remembrance Garden, Orchard Annex, and 
Dahlia Garden. Since the original wood chip 
delivery area on 25th Ave was inaccessible 
under the new city regulations, the 
leadership team also included funding to 
build a new chip delivery area along the 
right-of-way from the 82nd St entrance and 
add an ornamental wrought iron and wood 
lath gate to serve as a visual screen. 
 
The hard work began after Picardo secured 
the grant in Nov 2017. Hans-Karl Frautschi 
headed the design, renovation and planting 
of the new Orchard Annex and Julia 
Wharton oversaw the Remembrance 

Garden and the chip "driveway" area. A 
series of innovative workshops were held 
include: two Permaculture sessions to build 
the new planting beds in the Remembrance 
Garden and one patio building session 
taught by Stuart Prado in the Orchard 
Annex. Julie Haack a public artist and 
longtime gardener at Bradner P–Patch, and 
Chris Lemmon, a metal artist and manager 
of the NE Tool Library, collaborated to craft 
the artistic "gate" for our chip pile area 
(shown in picture below).  

 
It took 54 hours worked by 9 people to 
create the permeable paver driveway that 
supports the large trucks that deliver our 
chips. Bravo to this Team!! 
 
The team used earth moving machines, lots 
of wheelbarrows of soil, gravel and mulch 
plus imagination, patience and true 
camaraderie to transform this space. It is 
still in the process of becoming but we are 
off to a fine start. Big thanks to all the 
people who worked so hard over the 10 
months it took to complete the projects! 
 
A special thank you to Julia Wharton, who 
led the team and was the driving force 
behind this project. It is her vision, 
guidance, hard work, and amazing ability to 
motivate fellow gardeners ensured the 
project completed on time and within the 
given budget! A real Miracle! 
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-Photo of Picardo Farm in old time, provided 
by Donna Picardo 
 
45th Anniversary Celebration 
On September 16th, Picardo hosted the 
annual P-Patch Harvest Banquet and 45th 
Anniversary Celebration of the P-Patch 
program. We estimated that over 200 
gardeners from at least 30 different P-
Patches throughout the city attended. We 
organized a very successful event with the 
largest turnout for the Harvest Banquet in 
years. We had abundant and amazing food 
contributed from P-Patch gardeners all over 
the Seattle area, and speakers from the 
Department of Neighborhoods, GROW, and 
the P-Patch Program office, and Picardo. 
The day of the banquet we watched the 
weather carefully and were relieved that a 
drenching downpour came earlier in the 
day (2 pm) and well before the event, which 
started at a sunny, but somewhat cool and 
blustery 4 PM.  We were glad that we had 
purchased and borrowed pop-up canopies 
for the event so that everyone was assured 
of being dry that afternoon.  

Our Picardo event organizing team really 
coalesced around this challenge and put in 
many volunteer hours to make the Harvest 
Banquet a memorable and fun event. Our 
enthusiastic team tidied up the garden, 
made signage and guided tours; organized 
fun events such as scavenger hunts; 
monster zucchini and strangest vegetable 
contests; provided the infrastructure such 
as a PA system and electricity; picked 
flowers, made bouquets, and set up 

decorations; bought prizes; and procured, 
erected and took down the tables, chairs, 
and canopies.  Oh yes, and we had a 
surprise for many who attended: a 
beverage tent under which we served draft 
beer and home-made wines! 

GROW, the community garden advocacy 
group, had asked Picardo, as the original P-
Patch in Seattle, to serve as the site for the 
Anniversary Celebration and Harvest 
Banquet. The banquet brought together 
representatives of the diverse garden 
community, and many others that have an 
interest in community gardening in Seattle.  

We thank the Neighborhoods Matching 
Fund program through their Small Sparks 
grants for providing funding for this 
celebration week. The funds were used to 
ensure that we purchased adequate 
amounts of supplies and provided for other 
gardens in need of supplemental funds for 
their events.   

 

 
The Perennial Garden Team 
2018 was the first year of joining all the 
perennial gardens at Picardo under one 
umbrella. The idea we are growing is to 
offer teachings, workshops and community 
hours opportunities for people interested in 
perennial gardening. The activities include; 
weeding, deadheading, mulching, light 
pruning, planting, harvesting and watering. 
The workshops may include; how to use 
Culinary Herbs in cooking, how to create a 
simple Medicinal Herbal tea, how to 
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transplant and how you can translate some 
of the planting ideas to your home gardens 
just to name a few ideas. 
 
The perennial areas of the garden are: 
 The Culinary Garden (south of the barn) 
 The Triangle Garden (in front of wooden 

entrance sign on the 82nd St path) 
 The Medicinal Herb Garden (near the 

Food Bank Shed) 
 The Northwest and Remembrance 

Gardens (west along the 82nd St path) 
 The parking strip along the sidewalk 

near the 82nd St entrance. 
 
There will be information about how to get 
involved and fun events happening later 
this winter and at the Gardener Gathering 
in April 2019. Stay Tuned! 
 
 

Mentor program (Carol and Linda 
Vangelos) 
2018 was the inaugural season for the 
Mentor Program.  The program was crafted 
and mentors recruited at a meeting at Sue 
and John Olson's house.  We started with 
15 volunteer mentors. 9 out of these 15 
were paired with new Picardo gardeners.  A 
total of 10 mentees joined the program.   

In 2019, we hope to expand the program 
and have a Mentor program rep at the 
weekly Saturday orientation for new 
gardeners.  There is also a welcome packet 
with gardening tips that we will provide to 
new gardeners. 

 

Adopt-A-Spot (John Olson/Ling Zhang) 
The Adopt-a-spot program was launched in 
August targeting matching individual spots 
at perimeter of the garden with gardeners 
who would commit to do regular 
maintenance. We had 33 volunteers signed 
up for 26 spots out of 30. All spots were in 
good condition before the 45th Anniversary 
celebration with the help of other 
gardeners at various work parties. 
 
Thank you all for your support and this 
program is likely to continue next year with 
better signage and tracking system. 
 

Barter Fair (Joan Williamson) 
This event was a wonderful 
success. Approximately 60-70 people 
came/bartered and enjoyed a Potluck 
during a pleasant September evening.  It is 
likely to continue as an annual event for the 
coming year.  
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2019 Garden Planning 
 

 Community delivery of compost for 
the whole garden  

 Install kiwi vines and trellis, and a 
sunflower patch south of the wood 
chip pile by the entry from 82nd St  

 On site hot composting system so 
that gardeners don't have to cart 
away bags and bags of weeds home 
from the garden. 

 
2019 Volunteer Recruiting Focus 

 Orchard team 
 Perennial garden team 
 Website design and automation 
 Social media coverage/editing 
 Community outreach 
 Treasurer 

  

Picardo P-Patch 
8040 25th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98115 
Official Facebook Page 
https://www.facebook.com/picardofarm/ 
Official Picardo Website 
https://sites.google.com/site/picardofarmg
ardenergathering/ 
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2018 People’s Gallery 
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Our P-Patch Garden Alphabet  

A is agility, attitude, and adventure  
B is birds, beauty, butterflies, bees  
C is compost, cultivation, community  
D is determination, digging, and deeds  

E is exercise, earth, and enthusiasm  
F is fun, fruit, friendship, and flowers  
G is growing, giving, gleaning, and gratitude  
H is hello, hoops, harvest, humor, hours  

I is involvement, introductions, irrigation,  
helpful insects, in the flow, and sturdy incubation  
J is jamming potlucks, social justice, jubilation,  
jumpstarts taking, just desserts for work participation  

K is kinfolk, knees, keys, caring kindness  
L is leasing, learning, laughter, lots of labor  
M is more muscle, music, memories, and mulch  
N is nutrition, nurture, know your plot neighbor  

O is organization, open-mindedness, order  
P is planting, paths, pruning, and patience  
Q is quiet (it comes in the winter)  
R is ripening, respect, roots, resistance  

S is sharing, seeds, smiles, soil, and sunflowers  
T is time, tending, trust, trees, and tools  
U is understanding, undaunted, and all of us  
V is vision, volunteering, vegetables  

W is waiting, worms, weeds, wisdom, water  
X is x chromosome, xeriscape, and xenia  
Y is yield, yes, you, and Y chromosome  
Z is zone, zest, zeal and bright zinnia  

An alphabet cheer for all our devotion  
producing health and happiness for all generations  
Nourishing the soil and our greater community  
Our gardens create food, fun, and inspiration.  
 

- Marcia Rutan, Picardo P-Patch Gardener, 2018 


